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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

BreakBreak--even analysis is a technique widely used by even analysis is a technique widely used by 

production management and management production management and management 

accountants.accountants.

It is based on categorizing production costs between It is based on categorizing production costs between 
those which are those which are "variable""variable" (costs that change when the (costs that change when the 
production output changes)production output changes) and those that are and those that are "fixed""fixed" (costs(costs
not directly related to the volume of production).not directly related to the volume of production).
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A breakeven analysis is used to determine how much sales 

volume your business needs to start making a profit.

The breakeven analysis is especially useful when you're 

developing a pricing strategy, either as part of a marketing 

plan or a business plan.

The breakThe break--even chart is a graphical representation of costs even chart is a graphical representation of costs 

at various levels of activity shown on the same chart as the at various levels of activity shown on the same chart as the 

variation of income (or sales, revenue) with the same variation of income (or sales, revenue) with the same 

variation in activity.variation in activity.

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Fixed Costs divided by (Revenue per unit - Variable costs per unit)
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The point at which neither profit nor loss made was known asThe point at which neither profit nor loss made was known as thethe

""breakbreak--even pointeven point" and is represented on the chart by the " and is represented on the chart by the 

intersection of the two lines:intersection of the two lines:

The line OA represents the variation 
of income at varying levels of 
production activity ("output").

OB represents the total fixed costs in 
the business. As output increases, 
variable costs are incurred, meaning 
that total costs (fixed + variable) 
also increase. 

At low levels of output, Costs are 
greater than Income. 

At the point of intersection, P, costs 
are exactly equal to income, and 
hence neither profit nor loss is made.   
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Conducting an accurate break-even analysis requires a careful 

examination and study of costs and prices in your business. You 

must know what your product or service costs in total to deliver to 

the final customer, as well as the price you can charge for the product 

or service. Include and deduct all miscellaneous expenses involved in 

operating your business. 

To get started, analyze every product or service you produce and 

sell on a regular basis. Make a list of these products or services, 

starting from the largest volume seller. Next, calculate the average 

sales price of each unit, and then calculate the total cost of each unit. 

Then, calculate the net profit that you earn on the sale of each unit, 

and calculate the cost of the investment to produce and sell each 

unit. Determine the percentage of return/profit that you earn from the 

sale of each unit.
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Breakeven Analysis for aBreakeven Analysis for a

Single ProjectSingle Project
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Understanding BreakevenUnderstanding Breakeven

Given P, F, A, i, n;Given P, F, A, i, n;

If all of the parameters shown above are If all of the parameters shown above are 
known except one, then the unknown known except one, then the unknown 
parameter can be calculated or approximated;parameter can be calculated or approximated;

A breakeven value can be determined by A breakeven value can be determined by 
setting PW, FW, or AW = 0 and solve or setting PW, FW, or AW = 0 and solve or 
approximate for the unknown parameter.approximate for the unknown parameter.
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Solving for a Breakeven ValueSolving for a Breakeven Value

1.  Direct Solution manually if only one interest factor 1.  Direct Solution manually if only one interest factor 

is involved in the setup;is involved in the setup;

2.  Trial and Error 2.  Trial and Error –– manually if multiple factors are manually if multiple factors are 

present in the formulation;present in the formulation;

3. Spreadsheet model where the Excel financial 3. Spreadsheet model where the Excel financial 

functions { PV, FV, RATE, IRR, NPV, PMT, and NPER functions { PV, FV, RATE, IRR, NPV, PMT, and NPER 

are part of the modeling process: are part of the modeling process: (use Goal Seek or Solver).(use Goal Seek or Solver).

Two approaches for solving for an unknown Two approaches for solving for an unknown 

parameter:parameter:
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A Cost A Cost –– Revenue Model ApproachRevenue Model Approach

A popular application of Breakeven (BE) is where cost A popular application of Breakeven (BE) is where cost 

–– revenuerevenue –– volume relationships are studied;volume relationships are studied;

We define cost and revenue functions and assume We define cost and revenue functions and assume 

some linear or nonsome linear or non--linear cost or revenue relationships linear cost or revenue relationships 

to model;to model;

One objective: Find a parameter that will minimize One objective: Find a parameter that will minimize 

costs or maximize profits costs or maximize profits –– termed Qtermed QBEBE..
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Cost Models Cost Models –– Fixed CostsFixed Costs

Fixed Costs Fixed Costs –– Cost that do not vary with Cost that do not vary with 

production or activity levelsproduction or activity levels

Costs of buildings;Costs of buildings;

Insurance;Insurance;

Fixed Overhead;Fixed Overhead;

Equipment capital recovery;Equipment capital recovery;

etc.etc.
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Cost Models Cost Models –– Variable CostsVariable Costs

Costs that vary with the level of activity:Costs that vary with the level of activity:

Direct Labor Direct Labor –– wages;wages;

Materials;Materials;

Indirect costs;Indirect costs;

Marketing;Marketing;

Advertising;Advertising;

Warranty;Warranty;

Etc.Etc.
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Fixed CostsFixed Costs

Essentially constant for all values of the variable Essentially constant for all values of the variable 

in question:in question:

If no level of activity, fixed costs continue;If no level of activity, fixed costs continue;

Must shut down the activity before fixed costs can be Must shut down the activity before fixed costs can be 

altered downward;altered downward;

To buffer fixed costs one must work on improved To buffer fixed costs one must work on improved 

efficiencies of operations.efficiencies of operations.
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Variable CostsVariable Costs

Variable Costs change with the level of Variable Costs change with the level of 

activity:activity:

More activity More activity –– greater variable costs;greater variable costs;

Less activity Less activity –– lover variable costs;lover variable costs;

Variable costs are impacted by efficiency of operation, Variable costs are impacted by efficiency of operation, 

improved designs, quality, safety, and higher sales improved designs, quality, safety, and higher sales 

volume.volume.
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Total CostsTotal Costs

Total Cost = Fixed Costs + Variable Costs:Total Cost = Fixed Costs + Variable Costs:

TC = FC + VC;TC = FC + VC;

Profit Relationships;Profit Relationships;

Profit = Revenue Profit = Revenue –– Total CostTotal Cost

P = R P = R –– TCTC

P = R P = R ––{FC + VC}.{FC + VC}.
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CostCost –– Revenue RelationshipsRevenue Relationships

Linear modelsLinear models

NonNon--linear modelslinear models

Linear and nonLinear and non--linearlinear

models are used as models are used as 

approximations to realityapproximations to reality

A basic linear Cost A basic linear Cost 

Relationship is shown as:Relationship is shown as:
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Recall from the P & L StatementRecall from the P & L Statement

Fixed costs Fixed costs -- do not vary (e.g., lease costs, rent, do not vary (e.g., lease costs, rent, 

insurance)insurance)

Variable costs Variable costs -- vary with volume of production vary with volume of production 

(e.g., labor, materials, supplies, rent, etc.) (e.g., labor, materials, supplies, rent, etc.) OverheadOverhead
can also be applied here as a variable expense or can also be applied here as a variable expense or 

burden rateburden rate..

Profit Equation Profit Equation --

Profit = Revenue Profit = Revenue -- ExpensesExpenses
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Breakeven VolumeBreakeven Volume

Total Variable Cost (VC) is a function of volume (x) Total Variable Cost (VC) is a function of volume (x) 
of units sold. of units sold. 

Total VC = Variable Cost/unit * xTotal VC = Variable Cost/unit * x

Total Cost = Fixed Cost + Total VCTotal Cost = Fixed Cost + Total VC

Revenue is also a function of units sold:Revenue is also a function of units sold:

Revenue = Price/unit * xRevenue = Price/unit * x

Breakeven Volume is the number of units you need Breakeven Volume is the number of units you need 
to sell so that:to sell so that:

Revenue = Total CostRevenue = Total Cost
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Breakeven VolumeBreakeven Volume (cont(cont’’d)d)

Find x such that: Find x such that: 

Price/unit * x = Fixed + VC/unit * xPrice/unit * x = Fixed + VC/unit * x

Therefore:Therefore:

xxBEBE = Fixed Cost / (Price/unit = Fixed Cost / (Price/unit -- VC/unit)VC/unit)

If actual volume is If actual volume is << xxBEBE ,, you have you have a lossa loss

If actual volume is If actual volume is >> xxBEBE ,, you have you have a profita profit
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Basic Cost Relationship  (Linear)Basic Cost Relationship  (Linear)

Q – Level of Activity per time unit

C

O

S

T

Fixed Costs ( level)

Variable Costs

Total Costs
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Fixed CostFixed Cost
Fixed cost is the the same, regardless of volumeFixed cost is the the same, regardless of volume
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Variable Cost + Fixed CostVariable Cost + Fixed Cost
Total Cost goes up with volume because Variable Cost increasesTotal Cost goes up with volume because Variable Cost increases
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Total Revenue is based on volume and selling price/unit.Total Revenue is based on volume and selling price/unit.

Where the Revenue and Total Cost lines intersect is the Break Where the Revenue and Total Cost lines intersect is the Break 

Even (BE) Point. That volume is the BE VolumeEven (BE) Point. That volume is the BE Volume
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ProfitProfit
Above the BE point, the difference between the Revenue and TotalAbove the BE point, the difference between the Revenue and Total Cost Cost 

lines represents profitlines represents profit
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LossLoss
If volume is below the BE point, the difference between the lineIf volume is below the BE point, the difference between the liness

represents a lossrepresents a loss
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Assumptions of Linear Breakeven AnalysisAssumptions of Linear Breakeven Analysis

Costs can be subdivided into fixed and Costs can be subdivided into fixed and 
variable componentsvariable components

All costAll cost--volumevolume--profit relationships are linearprofit relationships are linear

Sales price will not change with changes in Sales price will not change with changes in 
volumevolume

Linearity assumptions are valid for a broad Linearity assumptions are valid for a broad 
range of applicationsrange of applications

Nonlinear breakeven analysis allows for Nonlinear breakeven analysis allows for 
nonlinear relationshipsnonlinear relationships
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Breakeven ApplicationsBreakeven Applications

New product decision:  breakeven analysis New product decision:  breakeven analysis 
determines sales volume required to break evendetermines sales volume required to break even

Pricing decision:  breakeven analysis gives effect of Pricing decision:  breakeven analysis gives effect of 
changing prices and volume relationships on total changing prices and volume relationships on total 
profitprofit

Modernization or automation decisions:  breakeven Modernization or automation decisions:  breakeven 
analysis reveals profit implications of substituting analysis reveals profit implications of substituting 
fixed costs for variable costsfixed costs for variable costs

Expansion decisions:  breakeven analysis can be Expansion decisions:  breakeven analysis can be 
used to analyze aggregate effect of general used to analyze aggregate effect of general 
expansionexpansion
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Operating LeverageOperating Leverage

Contribution margin = contribution made by each Contribution margin = contribution made by each 
unit toward covering fixed costs and earning a unit toward covering fixed costs and earning a 
profitprofit

Once breakeven is reached, each contribution Once breakeven is reached, each contribution 
margin makes a direct contribution to profitmargin makes a direct contribution to profit

Near breakeven, a small percentage change in Near breakeven, a small percentage change in 
units sold produces a much larger percentage units sold produces a much larger percentage 
change in profit; this leverage effect is called change in profit; this leverage effect is called 
operating leverageoperating leverage

As production moves away from breakeven, As production moves away from breakeven, 
operating leverage effect diminishes operating leverage effect diminishes 
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Nonlinear Breakeven AnalysisNonlinear Breakeven Analysis

Nonlinear breakeven analysis is useful to Nonlinear breakeven analysis is useful to 
analyze costanalyze cost--volumevolume--profit relationships over profit relationships over 
a wide range of potential outputa wide range of potential output

Revenue function increases then decreasesRevenue function increases then decreases

FixedFixed--cost function is linearcost function is linear

Variable cost function:  average variable cost Variable cost function:  average variable cost 
per unit declines and then increasesper unit declines and then increases

There are two breakeven points:  There are two breakeven points:  ““lowerlower”” andand
““upperupper””
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BreakevenBreakeven

The breakeven point, QThe breakeven point, QBEBE is the point where the is the point where the 

revenue and total cost relationships intersect:revenue and total cost relationships intersect:

For nonFor non--linear forms, it is possible to have more linear forms, it is possible to have more 

than one Qthan one QBEBE point.point.
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BreakevenBreakeven

Revenue and Total cost relationships tend to be static Revenue and Total cost relationships tend to be static 

in nature;in nature;

May not truly reflect reality of the dynamic firm;May not truly reflect reality of the dynamic firm;

However, the breakeven point(s) can be useful for However, the breakeven point(s) can be useful for 

planning purposes.planning purposes.
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Reduction of Variable costsReduction of Variable costs

..

BE point

Changes

When the 

VC’s are

Lowered.
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NonNon--linear BE illustrationlinear BE illustration

For nonFor non--linear analysis the point of maximum profit is linear analysis the point of maximum profit is 

of interest;of interest;

And, multiple And, multiple BEBE’’ss may exist;may exist;

Breakeven Points

And Profit

Maximization for

A Non-linear Model
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Breakeven Analysis Between Breakeven Analysis Between 

Two AlternativesTwo Alternatives
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Two Alternative AnalysisTwo Alternative Analysis

Given two alternatives Given two alternatives (assume mutually exclusive)(assume mutually exclusive)

Need to determine a common variable or Need to determine a common variable or 

economic parameter common to both economic parameter common to both 

alternatives;alternatives;
Interest rate,Interest rate,

First cost (investment),First cost (investment),

Annual operating cost,Annual operating cost,

Etc.Etc.
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Breakeven for two alternativesBreakeven for two alternatives

Common analysis considers:Common analysis considers:

Revenue orRevenue or

CostsCosts

Common to both options.Common to both options.

Assume a linear revenueAssume a linear revenue--cost relationshipcost relationship…………
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Breakeven for two alternativesBreakeven for two alternatives

Total Cost

Relationships for 

Two alternatives.

Note the intersection

Of the two TC Plots.  

Both alternatives

Are equal.
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TwoTwo Alternative AnalysisAlternative Analysis

The preferred approach is to define either a:The preferred approach is to define either a:

Present worth relationships or,Present worth relationships or,

Annual worth relationships and,Annual worth relationships and,

Set to two expressions equal and solve for the Set to two expressions equal and solve for the 

parameter or variable of interest.parameter or variable of interest.
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ThreeThree Alternative AnalysisAlternative Analysis

If three alternatives are presentIf three alternatives are present……

Compare the alternatives pairCompare the alternatives pair--wise or,wise or,

Use a spreadsheet model to plot the Use a spreadsheet model to plot the 

present worth or annual worth over a present worth or annual worth over a 

specified range of values.specified range of values.

A typical three alternative plot might look A typical three alternative plot might look 

likelike ……..
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Breakeven for Three AlternativesBreakeven for Three Alternatives
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CASECASE
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Case 1Case 1 -- DecreaseDecrease Fixed CostFixed Cost

Suppose an engineer develops a new process, Suppose an engineer develops a new process, 

layout, or selection of equipment that reduces fixed layout, or selection of equipment that reduces fixed 

costs. For example, suppose a new machine has costs. For example, suppose a new machine has 

more capacity and reduces the need for floor space more capacity and reduces the need for floor space 

by 25%. If the company can then lease 25% less by 25%. If the company can then lease 25% less 

space annually, that will reduce the fixed cost of the space annually, that will reduce the fixed cost of the 

annual lease.annual lease.

Profit is increased by the amount of the savings on Profit is increased by the amount of the savings on 

the lease.the lease.
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Case 2Case 2 -- Decrease Variable Cost/UnitDecrease Variable Cost/Unit

Suppose an engineer is able to reduce material Suppose an engineer is able to reduce material 

cost or labor cost for each unit produced. The cost or labor cost for each unit produced. The 

savings is realized for each unit sold.savings is realized for each unit sold.

The slope of the variable cost line decreases.The slope of the variable cost line decreases.

The BE point is reduced since more from each The BE point is reduced since more from each 

sale can be used to recover fixed cost sooner.sale can be used to recover fixed cost sooner.

Profit is increased based on the volume sold.Profit is increased based on the volume sold.
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Case 3Case 3 -- Increase Selling Price/UnitIncrease Selling Price/Unit

From economics we know that elasticity of From economics we know that elasticity of 
demand is important. We cannot raise prices demand is important. We cannot raise prices 
without being concerned about the effect on without being concerned about the effect on 
sales volume.sales volume.

Suppose that through engineering Suppose that through engineering 
improvements we developed the highest quality improvements we developed the highest quality 
product in our market and customers are willing product in our market and customers are willing 
to pay for it. We can raise our selling price.to pay for it. We can raise our selling price.

Raising the Selling Price without lowering Raising the Selling Price without lowering 
volume increases profits considerably.volume increases profits considerably.
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Case 4Case 4 -- Increase Sales VolumeIncrease Sales Volume

Suppose that top quality and unique features from Suppose that top quality and unique features from 

superior engineering are able to create an superior engineering are able to create an 

increased demand for the product.increased demand for the product.

Sales volume increases. The BE point is the same, Sales volume increases. The BE point is the same, 

but profit margin goes up as sales volume but profit margin goes up as sales volume 

increasesincreases
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BE Analysis ExampleBE Analysis Example

Fixed Cost = $500K Fixed Cost = $500K (leased equip. and space)(leased equip. and space)

Cost per unit: Cost per unit: 

Direct Labor: 0.5 hours @ $10/hr = $5/unitDirect Labor: 0.5 hours @ $10/hr = $5/unit

Material: 2 lbs @ $7/lb = $14/unitMaterial: 2 lbs @ $7/lb = $14/unit

Overhead: $8/DL hour burden rate = $4Overhead: $8/DL hour burden rate = $4

Total Variable Cost = $5 + $14 + $4 = $23/unitTotal Variable Cost = $5 + $14 + $4 = $23/unit

Selling price/unit = $35 Selling price/unit = $35 (based on competition)(based on competition)

Projected Sales: 50,000 units Projected Sales: 50,000 units 
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BE Analysis ExampleBE Analysis Example (cont(cont’’d)d)

What is the projected profit from this project?What is the projected profit from this project?

Profit = Revenue Profit = Revenue -- ExpensesExpenses

= ($35 * 50,000) = ($35 * 50,000) -- $500K $500K -- ($23 * 50,000)($23 * 50,000)

= $1,750,000 = $1,750,000 -- $500,000 $500,000 -- $1,150,000$1,150,000

== $100,000$100,000

BE volume = Fixed / (SP/unit BE volume = Fixed / (SP/unit -- VC/unit)VC/unit)

= $500,000/ ($35 = $500,000/ ($35 -- $23)$23)

== 41,667 units
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What is the impact on profitability of the What is the impact on profitability of the 

following changes?following changes?

Decrease Fixed Cost by Decrease Fixed Cost by 

$50,000?$50,000?

Decrease labor cost by Decrease labor cost by 

$0.50/unit?$0.50/unit?

Increase Selling price to $37/ Increase Selling price to $37/ 

unit?unit?

Increase sales volume to Increase sales volume to 

55,000 units55,000 units

Increases Profit $50,000 & Increases Profit $50,000 & 

decreases BE to 37,500 unitsdecreases BE to 37,500 units

Increases profit $25,000 & Increases profit $25,000 & 

decreases BE to 40,000 unitsdecreases BE to 40,000 units

Increases profit $100,000 & Increases profit $100,000 & 

decreases BE to 35,714decreases BE to 35,714

Increases profit $60,000, no Increases profit $60,000, no 

change to BE volumechange to BE volume
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Sensitivity AnalysisSensitivity Analysis

Engineering projects often work with cost data and Engineering projects often work with cost data and 

sales projections.sales projections.

Varying estimates used for BE analysis by + or Varying estimates used for BE analysis by + or -- some some 

percentage can reveal factors that are critical to percentage can reveal factors that are critical to 

remaining profitable. remaining profitable. 

Knowing the impact on the BE point of various factors Knowing the impact on the BE point of various factors 

can help everyone manage resources more effectively.can help everyone manage resources more effectively.
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In Summary: Engineering ValueIn Summary: Engineering Value

Notice that each improvement mentioned was not far Notice that each improvement mentioned was not far 

off from the annual salary of an engineer. Engineers off from the annual salary of an engineer. Engineers 

are in a position to greatly increase profits by:are in a position to greatly increase profits by:

Reducing fixed costsReducing fixed costs

Reducing labor, material and overhead costsReducing labor, material and overhead costs

Increasing the quality and value of the productIncreasing the quality and value of the product

Increasing sales demand of the productIncreasing sales demand of the product
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SummarySummary

Breakeven point for a variable X is normally Breakeven point for a variable X is normally 

expressed as:expressed as:

Units per time period;Units per time period;

Hours per month;Hours per month;

Etc.Etc.

At breakeven, QAt breakeven, QBE BE one is indifferent regarding a one is indifferent regarding a 

project.project.
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SummarySummary

Typical models are:Typical models are:

LinearLinear

NonNon--linear.linear.

Two or more alternatives can be compared using Two or more alternatives can be compared using 

breakeven analysisbreakeven analysis

BE analysis can be a form of sensitivity analysisBE analysis can be a form of sensitivity analysis

Note:Note: Complex models can be evaluated using ExcelComplex models can be evaluated using Excel’’ss SolverSolver feature.feature.
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